SAMPLE Crime Prevention Month
PROCLAMATION
A Proclamation for Cr
An official proclamation puts the power of state
and local government behind crime prevention.
Both as symbol and substance, the proclamation
ceremony presents an excellent opportunity for
a media event.
■

Ask a top official (e.g., governor, mayor, city manager,
council president, police chief, or sheriff) who has
championed prevention to issue the proclamation.

■

Schedule a press conference or photo opportunity for the
last week in September to proclaim October as Crime
Prevention Month. Contact your local law enforcement
agency to arrange for an appearance by McGruff®.

■

Contact the news media and emphasize their opportunity
to report on positive news about crime prevention efforts.
Work with the media on ways to honor people and
programs that have made outstanding contributions to
community safety.

■

Use this sample proclamation as a model, but adapt it to
reflect state or community concerns.

For further information, contact NCPC’s Communications
Department at 202-466-6272.

Whereas, the vitality of our [ci

homes, neighborhoods,

ime Prevention Mon
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ty/county/state] depe
nds on how safe we ke
ep our
schools, workplaces, an
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Whereas, crime and fear of cri
me destroy our trust in
threatening the comm
others and in civic institu
unity’s health, prosperi
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ty, and quality of life;
Whereas, people of all ages mu
st be made aware of wh
themselves and their fam
at they can do to preve
ilies, neighbors, and co
nt
workers from being ha
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Whereas, people of all ages mu
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can protect themselves
dangers of crime and
from becoming victim
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Whereas, the personal injury,
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from crime are intolerab
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Whereas, adults must invest tim
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Now, therefore, I [nam
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together to make [city/
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